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Time Contributor Comment

11:05am Brian Berenbach I disagree. "Problem solver" implies firefighting after the damage has been done.

11:08am Sung Nguyen Brian, interesting. You defined "problem" in a known world

11:09am Steve Farowich "Problem" could be something seen on the horizon. Like preparing for a storm coming.

11:10am Richard Fekecs "Problem solver" - solving the customere's problem statement

11:11am Sung Nguyen "Systems Engineering" is a big problem!

11:13am Michael Do Sounds like you're referencing the Normal Accident Theory

11:28am Sarah Sheard I would argue that we have NO means of dealing with complexity OTHER than breaking it up into parts and 

interfaces among it. Reductionism is not bad. What is bad is selecting one view as "the only" view, and then only 

breaking things up that way and not also describing the ways that those pieces interact along many dimensions. 

Those dimensions include power, signal, mechanical interfaces, data, protocols, timing, effect on user, change in 

environment, development cost, sustainment cost, etc.

11:30am Julian Johnson Agree

11:30am Henrik Balslev The ISO 81346 standard describes a specific way of handling the "views" (they are called aspects). Have a look at 

it - it is 4th edition, about somewhat not even recognized at SE, even though it speaks a lot about systems

11:31am Bill Bishop Agree with Sarah Sheard. Complex systems are comprised of simple units and their interactions. As she says, we 

have to consider the system from multiple vantage points to understand what those simple units are, and their 

network of interactions.

11:34am Sarah Sheard Well they ccan be simple from one point of view (this plugs into that with a standard USB cord) and very un-

simple in other aspects (if everyone used this app at once, then it could drop messages or tracks and re-initialize 

with new numbers and everything could get all mixed up)

11:35am Bill Bishop Sure. "Simple" in the sense meant by Einstein. "Simple" depends on context.

11:36am Brian Berenbach re: problem solving, I was referring to the industrial slang use of the term, otherwise we could go on, e.g. "what is 

the meaning of "is";)

11:36am Steve Farowich "simple for one is "complex" to another one

11:36am Curt Engelbrecht Modeling can help, but cannot solve the emergence problem because models are created by people. Emergence 

can be positive as well as negative.

11:39am Janet Singer If problem solving is defined broadly as need fulfiilling, what work does not amount to problem solving? What is 

the special contribution of SE?

11:41am Lou Pape Scope of the problem being solved - too many people see it as one dimensional or local, and not globally 

optimized.
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11:42am Brian Berenbach The skill of the architect is the key. The architect is the linchpin of a successful project. Very underrated.

11:43am Jim Gottfried SE needs to start thinking about biomimicry as an element of solutions

11:43am Chris Piaszczyk The special contribution of SE is: it defines what it means to define the problem.

11:43am Eddie Tunstel Regarding modeling, not all models are created directly by direct effort of people; some are evolved 

computationally using various techniques. Agreed, solving emergencies can be tough; an alternative task is to 

engineer emergence (thus building in more cognizance of the process).

11:47am Janet Singer Those are all good refinements that should be folded in 

11:48am Bryan Herdlick Re: Complexity / Emergence - while reductionist approaches are useful, we must also consider an approach to 

utility / requirements that is less focused on characterizing capability (i.e. SoS) level performance to include 

degraded modes of operation and sensitivities to off-nominal operating conditions. (if we can't "test" it, we don't 

know what we're delivering to the user)

11:48am Sung Nguyen Thank you - great point of view

11:54am Thomas Burke Most efforts at defense acquisition reform refer to the need for more SE involvement

11:55am Bill Bishop I'll bet we'd learn they really meant "better" SE involvement

11:57am Janet Singer Seems an analogy to medicine would be useful - Ses as specialists in systems health and pathologies

11:57am Michael Do How can we get the presentation slides? I was not able to view it.


